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Human Female Federation Archeology Council 

Biography 
After that new life and those new civilizations have been 
encountered by Starfleet vessels, there’s still more work to 
be done. Since she was a young girl going with her parents 
at their dig sites, Karen Himura has been fascinated by the 
history of the galaxy. Each species has its own long history, 
and that isn’t even worrying about the species that have 
disappeared. As a professional archeologist now, though, 
Karen Himura has a very clear interest: the Vulcan people. 

Non-Vulcans studying the long history of the Vulcan people 
have a difficult path for a number of reasons. Vulcans are a 
private people and their cultural history is a topic that 
borders on religious doctrine. Native scholars tread 
carefully to avoid getting swept up in nostalgia and they 
don’t trust that non-Vulcans will look at the data objectively. 

This is exactly what Karen Himura brings with her, though. 
She admires the way that the Vulcans survived horrible, 
violent social changes and came out stronger. She doesn’t 
want to emulate the Vulcans just understand their history as much as she can, which 
is why she was so surprised, excited, and perplexed when the crew of the Enterprise 
uncovered the connection between the Vulcans and the infamous Romulans. 
Overnight, the focus of Himura’s studies changed. She now has led a series of 
expeditions along the Neutral Zone and in the Vulcan Sector to discover the details 
of how the Romulans and Vulcans separated millennia ago. The resistance that 
Himura experiences from Vulcans, concerned colleagues, and even Starfleet is 
intense but she is no stranger to adversity. 
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Karen Himura in the 24th Century 
The subject of Himura’s studies don’t have to change that much in the 24th century. Just because 
the link between Romulans and Vulcans is better known doesn’t meant that all the questions are 
answered. She might have had more luck gaining access to archeological sites in the Neutral 
Zone, or she might have a harder time depending on current relations with the Romulans. 

Another direction to take this character, though, involves the discoveries of the Enterprise-D crew 
made on Loren III following the research of the late Richard Galen. On that world, the crew 
discovered evidence that humanoid life in the Alpha and Beta Quadrants might have a single, 
unified ancestor. Knowing this, Karen Himura could completely change the focus of her research 
to look at the connections between Vulcans, Romulans, and the rest of the galaxy. 
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Statistics 
Use the following statistics for a Notable or Major version of this character. The 
statistics note what changes are necessary for a Major NPC. 

TRAIT: Human 

VALUES: 
• A Galaxy Out There, Waiting to be 

Explored 
• It Belongs in a Museum! (Major NPC) 

ATTRIBUTES 
Control 10 Daring 11 

    

Fitness 10 Insight 11 
    

Presence 9 Reason 12 

DISCIPLINES 
Command 01 Conn 01 

    

Security 01 Engineering 01 
    

Science 03 Medicine 02 
For Major NPC add +1 to Security and +2 to Science and 
Medicine. This adds +1 to Stress 

FOCUSES: 
• Xenoarchaeology 
• Vulcan History 
• Xenobiology (Major NPC) 
• Sensor Systems (Major NPC) 

Stress: 11 Resistance: 0 

ATTACKS: 
For the Major NPC version, add +1A to all 
damage. 

• Unarmed Strike (Melee, 2A Knockdown, 
1H, Non-lethal) 

• Phaser type-I (Ranged, 3A, 1H, Charge, 
Hidden) 

• Escalation Phaser type-II (Ranged, 4A, 1H, 
Charge) 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 
• Bold (Talent, p. 135) for Science 
• Collaboration: Whenever an ally attempts a 

Science Task, Himura may spend one 
Momentum to allow them to use her 
Science score and one of her Focuses. 

• Risks Are Worth Taking: Increase the 
Difficulty of all Social Conflict Tasks to 
dissuade Himura from pursuing her 
research by 2. Player Characters can 
remove this increase for one Scene by 
adding 4 to the Threat pool. 


